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Abstract
Translation suggestion (TS), which provides001
alternatives for specific words or phrases given002
the entire documents generated by machine003
translation (MT), has been proven to play a004
significant role in post-editing (PE). There are005
two main pitfalls for previous researches in006
this line. First, most conventional works only007
focus on the overall performance of PE but ig-008
nore the exact performance of TS, which makes009
the progress of PE sluggish and less explain-010
able; Second, as no publicly available golden011
dataset to support in-depth research for TS, al-012
most all of the previous works conduct exper-013
iments on their in-house datasets or the noisy014
datasets built automatically, which makes their015
experiments hard to be reproduced and com-016
pared. To break these limitations mentioned017
above and spur the research in TS, we create018
a benchmark dataset, called WeTS, which is a019
golden corpus annotated by expert translators020
on four translation directions. Apart from the021
golden corpus, we also propose several meth-022
ods to generate synthetic corpus which can be023
used to improve the performance substantially024
through pre-training. As for the model, we025
propose the segment-aware self-attention based026
Transformer for TS. Experimental results show027
that our approach achieves state-of-the-art re-028
sults on all four directions, including English-029
to-German, German-to-English, Chinese-to-030
English, and English-to-Chinese.1031

1 Introduction032

Computer-aided translation (CAT) (Barrachina033

et al., 2009; Green et al., 2014; Knowles and Koehn,034

2016; Santy et al., 2019) has attained more and035

more attention for its promising ability in combin-036

ing the high efficiency of machine translation (MT)037

(Cho et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015; Vaswani038

et al., 2017) and high accuracy of human transla-039

tion (HT). A typical way for CAT tools to combine040

1For reviewers, codes and corpus can be found in the at-
tached files, and we will make them publicly available after
the double-blind phase.

MT and HT is PE (Green et al., 2013; Zouhar et al., 041

2021), where the human translators are asked to 042

provide alternatives for the incorrect word spans in 043

the results generated by MT. To further reduce the 044

post-editing time, researchers propose to apply TS 045

into PE, where TS provides the sub-segment sug- 046

gestions for the annotated incorrect word spans in 047

the results of MT, and their extensive experiments 048

show that TS can substantially reduce translators’ 049

cognitive loads and the post-editing time (Wang 050

et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2021). 051

As there is no explicit and formal definition for 052

TS, we observe that some previous works similar 053

or related to TS have been proposed (Alabau et al., 054

2014; Santy et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020; Lee 055

et al., 2021). However, there are two main pitfalls 056

for these works in this line. First, most conven- 057

tional works only focus on the overall performance 058

of PE but ignore the exact performance of TS. This 059

is mainly because that the golden corpus for TS 060

is relatively hard to collect. As TS is an impor- 061

tant sub-module in PE, paying more attention to 062

the exact performance of TS can boost the perfor- 063

mance and interpretability of PE. Second, almost 064

all of the previous works conduct experiments on 065

their in-house datasets or the noisy datasets built 066

automatically, which makes their experiments hard 067

to be followed and compared. Additionally, ex- 068

perimental results on the noisy datasets may not 069

truly reflect the model’s ability on generating the 070

right predictions in practical test scene, making the 071

research deviate from the correct direction. There- 072

fore, the community is in dire need of a benchmark 073

for TS to enhance the research in this area. 074

To address the limitations mentioned above and 075

spur the research in TS, we make our efforts to con- 076

struct a high-quality benchmark dataset with hu- 077

man annotation, named WeTS,2 which can truly re- 078

flect the model’s ability in real application scenario. 079

2WeTS: We Establish a benchmark for Translation Sugges-
tion
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Considering collecting the golden dataset is expen-080

sive and labor-consuming, we further propose sev-081

eral methods to automatically construct synthetic082

corpus, which can be utilized to improve the TS per-083

formance through pre-training. As for the model,084

we for the first time propose the segment-aware085

self-attention based Transformer for TS, named086

SA-Transformer, which achieves superior perfor-087

mance to the naive Transformer (Vaswani et al.,088

2017). To conclude, the main contributions of this089

paper are summarized as follows:090

• We construct and share a benchmark dataset091

for TS in four translation directions, includ-092

ing English-to-German, German-to-English,093

Chinese-to-English, and English-to-Chinese.094

• We give formal definitions for TS and further095

divide TS finely into two sub-tasks, namely096

naive TS and TS with hints, according to097

whether the translators’ hints are considered.098

• We provide strong baseline models for this099

community. Specifically, we make a de-100

tailed comparison between the Transformer-101

based and XLM-based models, and propose102

the segment-aware self-attention based Trans-103

former for TS, which achieves State-Of-The-104

Art (SOTA) results on the benchmark dataset.105

• We thoroughly investigate different ways for106

building the synthetic corpus. Since construct-107

ing the golden corpus is expensive and labor-108

consuming, it is very essential and promising109

to build the synthetic corpus by making full110

use of the parallel corpus of MT.111

• We conduct extensive experiments and pro-112

vide deep analyses about the strengths and113

weaknesses of the proposed approach, which114

are expected to give some insights for further115

researches on TS.116

2 WeTS117

In this section, we will introduce the proposed118

benchmark dataset WeTS. To make the process of119

constructing WeTS understood easily, we first for-120

mally define the two sub-tasks of TS.121

2.1 Task122

We finely divide the task of TS into two sub-tasks,123

namely vanilla TS and TS with hints, according to124

whether the translators’ hints are considered.125

Vanilla TS. Given the source sentence x = 126

(x1, . . . , xs), the translation sentence m = 127

(m1, . . . ,mt), the incorrect words or phrases w = 128

mi:j where 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ t, and the correct alter- 129

native y for w, the task of vanilla TS is optimized 130

to maximize the conditional probability of y as 131

follows: 132

P (y|x,m−w, θ) (1) 133

where θ represents the model parameter, and m−w 134

is the masked translation where the incorrect word 135

span w is replaced with a placeholder. 3 136

TS with Hints. In the sub-task TS with hints, the 137

hints of translators are considered as some soft con- 138

straints for the model, and the model is expected 139

to generate suggestions meeting these constraints. 140

The format of the translator’s hint is very flexi- 141

ble, which usually requires only a few types on 142

the keyboard by the translator. For English and 143

German, the hints can be the character sequence 144

which includes the initials of words in the correct 145

alternative. As for Chinese, the hints can be the 146

character sequence which includes the initials of 147

the phonetics of words in the correct alternative. In 148

this setting, the model is optimized as: 149

P (y|x,m−w,h, θ) (2) 150

where h indicates the hints provided by translators. 151

Translation Direction Train Valid Test

En⇒De 14,957 1000 1000
De⇒En 11,777 1000 1000
Zh⇒En 21,213 1000 1000
En⇒Zh 15,769 1000 1000

Table 1: The statistics about WeTS. “En⇒De” refers
to the translation direction of English-to-German, and
“En⇒Zh” refers to the direction of English-to-Chinese.

2.2 Dataset 152

This sub-section describes the construction of 153

WeTS, which serves as a benchmark dataset for 154

TS. WeTS is a golden corpus for four differ- 155

ent translation directions, including English-to- 156

German, German-to-English, Chinese-to-English, 157

and English-to-Chinese. All samples in WeTS are 158

annotated by expert translators. 159

As the starting point, we collect the monolin- 160

gual corpus for English and German from the raw 161

3w is null if i equals j, and the model will predict whether
some words need to be inserted in position i.
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Source Sentence

Translation

Suggestions

他们也许并不知道这是一个“假理财”骗局，但也察觉到了诸多可疑之

处，然而最终还是按照张颖的指使进行了违法违规操作。

They may not know this is a “fake financial management” scam, but also aware 

of many suspicious, and ultimately conduct illegal operations according to 

Zhang Ying’s instructions.

1. suspects (s); 2. doubtful points (d p); 3. questionable points (q p) 

Figure 1: One training example in WeTS. For the incorrect word "suspicious" (in red color) in the translation, there
are three correct alternatives and the corresponding hints, i.e., the character sequence in the bracket (in blue color).

Wikipedia dumps, and extract Chinese monolin-162

gual corpus from various online news publications.163

We first clean the monolingual corpus with a lan-164

guage detector to remove sentences belonging to165

other languages. For all monolingual corpus, we166

remove sentences that are shorter than 20 words167

or longer than 80 words. In addition, sentences168

which exist in the available parallel corpus are also169

removed. Then, we get the translations by feed-170

ing the cleaned monolingual corpus into the corre-171

sponding well-trained NMT model.4 Finally, the172

translators are required to mark the incorrect word173

spans in the translation sentence and provide cor-174

rect alternatives, based on the source sentence and175

its translation. The core rule for the translator is an-176

notating the incorrect span as local as possible, as177

generating correct alternatives for long sequences178

is much harder than that of shorter sequences.179

During annotating, we mainly focus on the fol-180

lowing three kinds of errors: 1) Under-translation181

or over-translation: While the problem of under-182

translation or over-translation has been alleviated183

with the popularity of Transformer, it is still one of184

the main mistakes in NMT and seriously destroys185

the readability of the translation. 2) Semantic er-186

rors: For the semantic error, we mean that some187

source words are incorrectly translated according188

to the semantic context, such as the incorrect trans-189

lations for entities, prop nouns, and ambiguous190

words. Another branch of semantic mistake is191

that the source words or phrases are only trans-192

lated superficially and the semantics behind are not193

translated well. 3) Grammatical or syntactic errors:194

Such errors usually appear in translations of long195

sentences, including the improper use of tenses,196

passive voice, syntactic structures, etc.197

All of the annotated corpora are cross-validated198

4We will release the models we utilized here. We train
the NMT model for Chinese-English language pairs on the in-
house parallel corpus, which contains 80M sentence pairs. The
NMT models for English-German language pairs are trained
on the parallel corpus of WMT14 English-German.

to ensure the accuracy rate above 95%. After an- 199

notation, we generate the hints of the correct alter- 200

natives automatically.5 One training example for 201

Chinese to English is presented in Figure 1. The 202

statistics about WeTS are presented in Table 1. 203

3 Construct Synthetic Corpus 204

Since constructing the golden corpus is expensive 205

and labor-consuming, automatically building the 206

synthetic corpus is very promising for enhancing 207

the performance. In this section, we describe sev- 208

eral ways for constructing synthetic corpus for TS 209

based on the parallel corpus of MT and the well- 210

trained MT model. 211

3.1 Sampling on Golden Parallel Corpus 212

Sampling on the golden parallel corpus of MT 213

is the most straightforward and simplest way for 214

constructing synthetic corpus for TS. Given the 215

sentence pair (x, r) in the parallel corpus of MT, 216

where x is the source sentence and r is the cor- 217

responding target sentence, we denote r\i:j as a 218

masked version of r where its fragment from po- 219

sition i to j is replaced with a placeholder (1 ≤ 220

i ≤ j ≤ |r|). The ri:j denotes the fragment of r 221

from position i to j. We treat ri:j and r\i:j as the 222

correct alternative (y in Equation 1) and masked 223

translation (m−w in Equation 1) respectively. In 224

this approach, the masked translation in each exam- 225

ple is part of the golden target sentence. However, 226

in production, the TS model needs to predict the 227

correct suggestions based on the context of the ma- 228

chine translated sentence. Therefore, the mismatch 229

of distribution between the golden target sentence 230

and machine translated sentence is the potential 231

pitfall for this approach. 232

5For Chinese, we apply the tool of pypinyin (https://
github.com/mozillazg/python-pinyin) to con-
vert the alternative into its phonetic symbols, i.e., pinyin.
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Figure 2: The whole architecture of the proposed SA-Transformer. For generality, the hints are also considered in
this example. The s, t, and z are the lengths for x, m−w and h respectively.

3.2 Sampling on Pseudo Parallel Corpus233

The second approach we apply to construct the234

synthetic corpus for TS is sampling on the pseudo235

parallel corpus of MT. Given the source sentence236

x and the MT model T θ, we first get the translated237

sentence ỹ by feeding x into T θ, and (x, ỹ) is238

treated as the pseudo sentence pair. Then, we per-239

form sampling on (x, ỹ) as what we do on (x, r)240

in Section 3.1. Compared to the approach of sam-241

pling on the golden parallel corpus, sampling on242

the pseudo parallel corpus can address the prob-243

lem of distribution mismatch mentioned in Section244

3.1 and it works without relying on the golden par-245

allel corpus. However, the suggested alternatives246

may be in poor quality since they are parts of the247

translated sentences.248

3.3 Extracting with Word Alignment249

Considering the shortcomings of the two previ-250

ous approaches, we investigate the third approach251

where we conduct the word alignment between252

the machine translation and the golden target sen-253

tence, and then extract the synthetic corpus for TS254

based on the alignment information. Given the sen-255

tence triple (x, ỹ, r), we perform word alignment256

between ỹ and r, and extract the aligned phrase257

table.6 For phrase ỹi:j in ỹ and its aligned phrase258

ra:b in r, we denote ỹ
\i:j
ra:b

as the modified version259

6We test two different ways for performing word align-
ment, including fast-align (Dyer et al., 2013) and TER (Snover
et al., 2006), and fast-align performs better.

of ỹ where the phrase ỹi:j is replaced with ra:b. If 260

ra:b is not identical to ỹi:j and the perplexity of 261

ỹ
\i:j
ra:b

is lower than that of ỹ with a margin no less 262

than β, we treat ỹ\i:j and ra:b as the masked trans- 263

lation and the correct alternative respectively.7 β 264

is a hyper-parameter to control the threshold of the 265

margin. While this approach has achieved much 266

improvement compared to the previous approaches, 267

we still notice that the errors in the extracted align- 268

ment information may introduce some noises into 269

the constructed corpus. 270

4 The Model 271

In this section, we describe the proposed model, 272

i.e., SA-Transformer, and the whole architecture is 273

illustrated as Figure 2. 274

4.1 Inputs 275

Given the source sentence x and the masked trans- 276

lation m−w, the input to the model is formatted as: 277

278[
x; ⟨sep⟩;m−w

]
(3) 279

where [·; ·] means concatenation, and ⟨sep⟩ is a 280

special token used as a delimiter.8 The position 281

for each segment in the input is calculated inde- 282

pendently and we use the segment embedding to 283

7We use kenlm (https://github.com/kpu/
kenlm), the widely used open-source tool for n-gram
language model, to measure the sentence perplexity.

8If hints are provided, the format for the input is[
x; ⟨sep⟩;m−w; ⟨sep⟩;h

]
.
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distinguish each segment from others. The repre-284

sentation for each token in the input is the sum285

of its token embedding, position embedding and286

segment embedding.287

4.2 Segment-aware Self-attention288

The naive Transformer applies the self-attention289

to extract the higher-level information from the290

token representations in the lower layer without291

distinguishing tokens in each segment from those292

in other segments explicitly. The attention matrix293

in the self-attention is typically calculated as:294

QWQ(KWK)√
dx

(4)295

where the Q and K ∈ Rs∗dx are identical in the en-296

coder, WQ and WK ∈ Rdx∗dx are the projection297

matrix, dx is the dimension of the word embedding.298

However, the inputs for TS contain tokens from dif-299

ferent segments, i.e., the source sentence, masked300

translation, and the hints if provided, and the tokens301

in each segment are expected to be distinguished302

from those in other segments since they provide303

different information for the model’s prediction.304

While the segment embedding in token representa-305

tions has played the role for distinguishing tokens306

from different segments, its information has been307

mixed with the word embedding and diluted with308

the information flow. With this consideration, we309

propose the segment-aware self-attention by fur-310

ther injecting the segment information into the self-311

attention to make it perform differently according312

to the segment information of the tokens. Formally,313

the attention matrix in the proposed segment-aware314

self-attention is calculated as:315

(Eseg ·Q)WQ((Eseg ·K)WK)√
dx

(5)316

where Eseg ∈ Rs∗dx is the segment embedding317

and · represents dot production.9318

4.3 Two-phase Pre-training319

We apply the pretraining-finetuning paradigm for320

training the proposed model. The pre-training pro-321

cess can be divided into two phases: In the first322

phase, we follow Lee et al. (2021) to pre-train323

a XLM-R model with a modified translation lan-324

guage model objective on the monolingual corpus,325

9We also tried to sum the Eseg with Q or K, but we did
not get any improvement.

and then utilize the pre-trained parameters of XLM- 326

R to initialize the encoder of the proposed model.10 327

In the second phase, we apply the combination of 328

all the constructed synthetic corpus to pre-train the 329

whole model. After pre-training, we finetune the 330

model on the golden training set of WeTS. 331

5 Experiments and Results 332

We first describe the experimental settings, includ- 333

ing datasets, pre-processing, and hyper-parameters; 334

Then we introduce the baseline systems and report 335

the main experimental results. 336

5.1 Datasets and Pre-processing 337

To make our results reproducible, we pre-train our 338

model on the publicly available datasets from the 339

WMT2019 and WMT2014 shared translation tasks 340

for Chinese-English and English-German language 341

pairs respectively. We use the full training set 342

of the WMT14 English-German, which contains 343

4.5M sentence pairs. For the WMT19 Chinese- 344

English dataset, we remove sentences longer than 345

200 words and get 20M sentence pairs. The NMT 346

models utilized for constructing synthetic corpus 347

are identical to the ones used for constructing WeTS. 348

For each translation direction, the source and target 349

corpus are jointly tokenized into sub-word units 350

with BPE (Sennrich et al., 2016). The source and 351

target vocabularies are extracted from the source 352

and target tokenized synthetic corpus respectively. 353

During fine-tuning, we pre-process the golden cor- 354

pus with the same tokenizer utilized in pre-training. 355

For details about datasets and pre-processing, we 356

refer the readers to Appendix A. 357

5.2 Hyper-parameters and Evaluation 358

We take the Transformer-base (Vaswani et al., 359

2017) as the backbone of our model, and we use 360

beam search with a beam size of 4 for searching 361

the results. The proposed model is implemented 362

based on the open-source toolkit fairseq.11 BLEU 363

is utilized as the evaluation metric and we report 364

the BLEU scores on the test sets of WeTS. For 365

the direction of English-to-Chinese, we report the 366

character-level BLEU. For the other three direc- 367

tions, we report the case-sensitive BLEU on the 368

de-tokenized sentences. In this paper, we utilize 369

the script of multi-bleu.pl as the evaluation tool. 370

We refer the readers to the appendix B for details. 371

10For details about the first-phase pre-training, we refer the
readers to the work of Lee et al. (2021).

11https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq
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# Systems
Vanilla TS TS with hints

Zh⇒En En⇒Zh De⇒En En⇒De Zh⇒En En⇒Zh De⇒En En⇒De
1 XLM-R 21.25 32.48 27.40 25.12 57.49 80.41 65.81 60.38
2 Naive Transformer 24.20 35.01 30.08 28.15 68.31 91.49 70.15 67.40
3 Dual-source Transformer 24.29 35.10 30.23 28.09 68.42 91.72 70.18 67.51
4 SA-Transformer (ours) 25.51* 36.28* 31.20* 29.48* 69.49* 92.78* 72.84* 69.20*

Table 2: The main results on the four language pairs. The numbers with ’*’ indicate the significant improvement
over the baseline of naive Transformer with p < 0.01 under t-test.

5.3 Baselines372

XLM-R. The first baseline system we consider is373

the work of Lee et al. (2021) who propose the TS374

system based on XLM-R (Conneau et al., 2020).375

Following Lee et al. (2021), we re-implement the376

XLM-based TS model based on the open-source377

toolkit of XLM (Lample and Conneau, 2019) with378

slight modification.379

Naive Transformer. We take the naive Trans-380

former (Vaswani et al., 2017) as the second base-381

line and we directly apply the implementation of382

fairseq toolkit.383

Dual-source Transformer. We finally consider384

the dual-source Transformer (Junczys-Dowmunt385

and Grundkiewicz, 2018) which applies two shared386

encoders to encode the source sentence and masked387

translation respectively. We re-implement the388

model based on the fairseq toolkit.389

All of the baseline systems mentioned above are390

trained in the same way as our system.391

5.4 Main Results392

Table 2 shows the main results of our experi-393

ments. We can find that, compared to all of the394

baseline systems, the proposed SA-Transformer395

achieves SOTA results on all of the four translation396

directions. Compared with the XLM-based ap-397

proach (comparing systems 2-4 with system 1), the398

Transformer-based approach can achieve substan-399

tial gains on the final performance, especially on400

the sub-task TS with hints. While the dual-source401

Transformer has a more complex model structure,402

it only achieves comparable results with the naive403

Transformer. We conjecture the main reason is that404

the dual-source Transformer does not model the in-405

teraction between the source and translation, as the406

source and translated sentences are encoded with407

two separate encoders in the dual-source Trans-408

former. Compared to the naive Transformer, the409

proposed model achieves the improvement up to410

+1.3 BLEU points on Chinese-to-English transla- 411

tion direction in the sub-task vanilla TS. By com- 412

paring vanilla TS and TS with hints, it is easy to be 413

noticed that TS with hints achieves much better per- 414

formance than vanilla TS, and it even achieves the 415

BLEU score over 90 on English-to-Chinese trans- 416

lation direction. This shows that the translators’ 417

hints are strong features for the model to predict 418

the right suggestions. However, in the practical 419

application scenario, the users usually tend to give 420

partial hints for their ideal suggestions, which may 421

introduce more challenges for the proposed model. 422

The data for TS with partial hints can be easily 423

constructed from the proposed WeTS and we leave 424

the experiments for future work. 425

Systems
En⇒Zh

w/o finetuning w/ finetuning
Ours 29.76 36.28
w/o on golden corpus 26.64 34.27
w/o on pseudo corpus 26.04 34.01
w/o with word alignment 21.26 28.42

Table 3: Results on the effects of synthetic corpus.

6 Analysis 426

We analyze the proposed approach on the sub-task 427

vanilla TS. With the limitation of space, we report 428

the performance on two directions for most of the 429

following experiments. 430

6.1 Effects of Synthetic Parallel Corpus 431

In this paper, we propose three different ways for 432

constructing synthetic corpus for the second-phase 433

pre-training. A natural question is that how each 434

of the synthetic corpora affects the performance. 435

We investigate this problem by studying the per- 436

formance on the English-to-Chinese direction with 437

different synthetic corpus. We report both interme- 438

diate and final performances of the model, where 439

fine-tuning is removed and applied respectively. 440

Results are presented in Table 3. As shown in Ta- 441

ble 3, we can find that the model trained on the 442
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combination of all three kinds of synthetic corpus443

achieves the best performance. The synthetic cor-444

pus constructed with word alignment contributes445

the most to the final performance among all the446

synthetic corpora.447

6.2 Study the Training Procedure448

We adopt the pretraining-finetuning paradigm for449

the model training, where the two-phase pre-450

training enhances the model’s ability in modeling451

the general inputs and the fine-tuning further en-452

hances the performance of the model on the golden453

test sets. In this section, we aim to investigate how454

the training procedure affects the final performance.455

Table 4 shows the experimental results. As Table 4456

shows, the model achieves very low BLEU scores,457

i.e., 6.70 in English-to-Chinese and 5.87 in English-458

to-German, if pre-training is not applied. This is459

mainly because that the golden corpus of WeTS is460

too scarce to train a well-performed TS model. In461

the two-phase pre-training, the second-phase pre-462

training plays a more important role for the final463

performance, with a decrease of almost 20 BLEU464

score on English-to-Chinese translation direction465

if removed. Fine-tuning on the golden corpus of466

WeTS substantially enhances the performance, with467

an improvement of almost 8 BLEU score on the468

English-to-German translation direction.469

System En⇒Zh En⇒De
Ours 36.28 29.48
w/o fine-tuning 29.76 21.44
w/o pre-training 6.70 5.87
w/o first-phase pre-training 34.63 28.37
w/o second-phase pre-training 16.85 14.14

Table 4: Results on the effects of training strategies.

6.3 Ablation Study on Model Structure470

To understand the importance of different compo-471

nents of the model, we perform an ablation study by472

training multiple versions of the model with some473

components removed or degenerated into the cor-474

responding components in the naive Transformer.475

We mainly test three components, including the in-476

dependent position encoding, segment embedding,477

and the segment-aware self-attention. Experimen-478

tal results are reported in Table 5. We find that479

the best performance is obtained with the simulta-480

neous use of all test components. The most criti-481

cal component is the segment-aware self-attention,482

which enables the model to perform a different cal-483

culations of self-attention according to the type of484

the input tokens. When we remove the segment 485

embedding, we get 0.46 BLEU points decline on 486

the English-to-Chinese translation direction. And 487

when the segment-aware self-attention is removed, 488

the decline can be as large as 0.77 BLEU points. 489

These results indicate that the segment informa- 490

tion is important for the proposed model, and the 491

segment-aware self-attention can provide more use- 492

ful segment information. 493

System En⇒Zh En⇒De
SA-Transformer 36.28 29.48
w/o independent position encoding 36.01 29.35
w/o segment embedding 35.82 29.01
w/o segment-aware self-attention 35.51 28.74

Table 5: Results for the ablation study. ’w/o segment
embedding’ means that the segment embedding is not
added into the token representation, but still inserted in
the segment-aware self-attention.

6.4 Case Study and Weaknesses 494

We present some examples in Chinese-to-English 495

and English-to-Chinese directions, and each exam- 496

ple includes the source sentence, translation, incor- 497

rect word span, and corresponding suggestions. For 498

case 1 in Figure 3, the Chinese word “火了" (means 499

getting popular) has been wrongly translated into 500

its superficial meaning “fire", and the proposed 501

model gives the right suggestions when the trans- 502

lator selects “fire" as the incorrect part. Similarly, 503

in case 4, the English word “Thursday" has been 504

wrongly translated into “24日", and our model pro- 505

vides three correct alternatives. Case 2 shows that 506

our model can fill in the missed constituents in the 507

translation. Case 3 demonstrates that the proposed 508

model can generate more fluent alternatives. While 509

achieving promising performance, the proposed 510

model still has some weaknesses in the real appli- 511

cation: 1) The suggestions sometimes have low 512

diversity. This is mainly because that the search 513

space of the beam search is too narrow to extract 514

diverse suggestions (Wu et al., 2020; Sun et al., 515

2020). 2) The model tends to provide less satis- 516

factory suggestions for the incorrect spans which 517

include too many words. 3) The best suggestion 518

does not always rank in the first position. 519

7 Related Work 520

Related tasks. Some similar techniques have 521

been explored in CAT. Green et al. (2014) and 522

Knowles and Koehn (2016) study the task of so- 523

called translation prediction, which provides pre- 524
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# Inputs Suggestions 
 

1 (Zh => En) 
Src: �PH?�U>1V;�:�%� D�8
� 
Src in pinyin: yi shou bei cheng wei shen qu de sheng pi zi zai wang shang huo le. 
Translation: Asong called “shenqu” “rare words” on the internet fire. 

1 became popular 
2 has become popular 
3 has been popular 

2 (Zh => En) 
Src: �$$4*�NQ,�I��KF	R 
Src in pinyin: jin tian tian qi hen bu cuo, xiang yi qi chu qu guang jie me? 
Translation: Today is a beautiful day, want to go out shopping together? 

1 do you want to 
2 do you like to 
3 you want to 

3 (En => Zh) 
Src: A new policy was adopted to achieve the peaceful unification of our country 
Translation: '��)&9=�C�Q(AM�
.;-@ 
Translation in pinyin: dui yu he ping shi xian zu guo tong yi, yi jing cai qu le xin de zheng 
ce 

1 �&9=��)C� 
2 '��)&9C� 
3 �)&9�BC� 

4 (En => Zh) 

Src: France would not join a US military invasion of Haiti as part of an effort to restore 
democratic rule, French Foreign Minister said Thursday. 
Translation: 6�#LO 24 /G<Q6�����E�'7!;����QJ06
�+"3�C5��;�L�� 
Translation in pinyin: fa guo wai jiao bu zhang 24 ri biao shi, fa guo bu hui jia ru mei guo 
dui hai di de jun shi ru qin, zhe shi fa guo hui fu min zhu tong zhi nu li de yi bu fen 

1 �� 
2  �� 
3 2�� 

S

Figure 3: Case study for the proposed approach. ’Src’ means the source sentence. The segment in red color
represents the incorrect part in the translation, and the top-3 suggestions are provided for each incorrect part. For
readability, we provide the pinyin version for each Chinese sentence.

dictions of the next word (or phrase) given a prefix.525

Huang et al. (2015) and Santy et al. (2019) further526

consider the hints of the translator in the task of527

translation prediction. Compared to TS, the most528

significant difference is the strict assumption of the529

translation context, i.e., the prefix context, which530

severely impedes the use of their methods under531

the scenarios of PE. Lexically constrained decoding532

which completes a translation based on some un-533

ordered words, relaxes the constraints provided by534

human translators from prefixes to general forms535

(Hokamp and Liu, 2017; Post and Vilar, 2018; Kaji-536

wara, 2019; Susanto et al., 2020). Although it does537

not need to re-train the model, its low efficiency538

makes it only applicable in scenarios where only539

a few constraints need to be applied. Recently, Li540

et al. (2021) study the problem of auto-completion541

with different context types. However, they only542

focus on the word-level auto-completion, and their543

experiments are also conducted on the automati-544

cally constructed datasets.545

Related models. Lee et al. (2021) propose to546

perform translation suggestion based on XLM-R,547

where the model is trained to predict the masked548

span of the translation sentence. During inference,549

they need to generate multiple inputs for the se-550

lected sequence of words, with each input contain-551

ing a different number of the "[MASK]" token.552

Therefore, the inference process of XLM-R based553

model gets complex and time-consuming. With554

the success on many sequence-to-sequence tasks,555

Transformer can generate sequences with various556

lengths. The naive Transformer treats each token in 557

the input sentence without any distinction. Based 558

on Transformer, (Junczys-Dowmunt and Grund- 559

kiewicz, 2018) propose the dual-source encoder for 560

the task of PE. Wang et al. (2020) also apply the 561

dual-source encoder to the touch-editing scenario, 562

and they also consider the translator’s actions for 563

PE. In parallel to our work, Zhang et al. (2021) 564

propose a domain-aware self-attention to address 565

the domain adaptation. While their idea is similar 566

to the proposed segment-aware self-attention, they 567

introduce large-scale additional parameters. 568

8 Conclusion and Future work 569

In this paper, we propose a benchmark for the task 570

of translation suggestion. We construct and share 571

a golden dataset, named WeTS, for the community, 572

and propose several ways for automatically con- 573

structing the synthetic corpus which can be used 574

to improve the performance substantially. Addi- 575

tionally, we for the first time propose the segment- 576

aware self-attention based Transformer, named 577

SA-Transformer, which achieves the SOTA per- 578

formance on all four translation directions. We 579

hope our work will provide a new perspective and 580

spur future researches on TS. 581

There are two promising directions for the future 582

work. First, we plan to make up for the weaknesses 583

discussed in Section 6.4. Second, we decide to 584

consider TS from the perspective of the recommen- 585

dation system, and from which we introduce new 586

techniques to generate more diverse and accurate 587

suggestions. 588
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A Pre-processing in Detail730

For learning the BPE codes on Chinese-English731

language pairs, the number of the merge operation732

is set as 64,000. For English-German language733

pairs, the number of merge operation is 32,000.734

For constructing the synthetic corpus, we perform735

randomly sampling on the golden and pseudo par-736

allel corpus. The size of the constructed synthetic737

corpus is listed as Table 6:

Directions on golden on pseudo with word alignment

En⇒De 9.0M 9.0M 5.8M
De⇒En 9.0M 9.0M 5.3M
Zh⇒En 20M 20M 19.2M
En⇒Zh 20M 20M 18.4M

Table 6: The Statistics about the constructed synthetic
corpus. "on golden" indicates the method of sampling
on the golden parallel corpus.

738

B Experimental Settings in Detail739

Following the base model in Vaswani et al. (2017),740

we set the word embedding as 512, dropout rate741

as 0.1 and the head number as 8. We use beam742

search with a beam size of 4. The proposed model743

is implemented based on the open-source toolkit744

fairseq.12 For generating the synthetic corpus with745

word alignment, we set β as 10. During pre-746

training, the batch size is set as 81,920 tokens,747

and the learning rate is set as 0.0008. During748

fine-tuning, the batch size and learning rate are749

set as 41,960 and 0.0001 respectively. For the750

first-phase pre-training, we stop training when the751

model achieves no improvements for the tenth eval-752

uation on the development set. For the process of753

second-phase pre-training and fine-tuning, we train754

the whole model for 200,000 and 100 steps respec-755

tively. BLEU is utilized as the evaluation metirc756

and we report the BLEU scores on the test sets of757

WeTS. For the direction of English-to-Chinese, we758

report the character-level BLEU. For other three759

directions, we report the case-sensitive BLEU on760

the de-tokenized sentences. In this paper, we utilize761

the script of multi-bleu.pl as the evaluation tool.762

12https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq
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